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Abstract
This project researches the subjects; anti-hero and femme fatale, as 
portrayed in the neo-noir movie „Drive‟ (2011). By using Freud‟s 
psychoanalytical theory and feminist theories by Simone de 
Beauvoir and Betty Friedan, this project analyzes these two 
characters. Essays written by John J. Blaser and Paul Schrader are 
also included.  
The main conclusions are: that these character types have evolved 
from classic noir. The anti-hero in „Drive‟ shares his predecessor‟s 
traits but is also very different. Freud‟s theory gives a unique 
perspective, as it supplies an insight into his desires and 
motivations. Beauvoir and Friedan give a theoretical and historical 
understanding of the development of the femme fatale from 
„Drive‟, by providing the right context and understanding of the 
differences between her and other femme fatales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Danish Summary
Dette projekts interesse ligger i at undersøge de to karaktertyper: 
anti-helt og femme fatale, som præsenteret i neo-noir film. De 
klassiske noir film opstod i løbet af 2. Verdenskrig og etablerede 
en ny stil og tradition inden for filmkunst. Mange af de klassiske 
Hollywood elementer blev vendt på hovedet og en ny type film, 
hvor at linjerne mellem helt og skurk var udvisket, og lykkelige 
slutninger var forsvundet, var kommet for at blive. En af de mange 
nye ting som noir bragte til bordet var dens genfortælling af de to 
klassiske figurer; helten og hans romantiske interesse. Disse to 
blev til anti-helten og femme fatalen. Han var korrupt og hun var 
dødelig.  
Efter noir traditionen ebbede ud efter næsten 20 år, genopstod den 
i den nye form neo-noir. Disse film præsenterede et nyt syn på 
mange af de ting som dens forgængere havde introduceret og den 
dag i dag bliver der stadig produceret neo-noir film.  
Vi er interesseret i at undersøge de ovenævnte karaktertyper og se 
hvilken rolle og betydning de har fået i neo-noir. For at kunne gøre 
dette har vi valgt en samtidig film: Nicolas Winding Refns ‟Drive‟ 
fra 2011. Denne film er, trods dens korte levetid, allerede hyldet 
som en neo-noir klassiker og filmens handling revolverer rundt om 
filmens anti-helt og femme fatale.  
For at kunne undersøge dette har vi formuleret en 
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problemformulering, der er som følger: 
 
‘Hvilken fortolkning giver feministiske og psykoanalytiske teori os 
når det kommer til undersøgelsen af de to koncepter anti-helt og 
femme fatale, som præsenteret i filmen ‘Drive‘?‘ 
For at kunne svare på denne problemformulering, har vi opdelt 
den i nogle mindre dele: 
- Undersøgelse af udvalgte feministiske teorier i relation til 
konceptet femme fatale  
- Brug af Freuds psykoanalytiske teori som et 
analyseværktøj i forbindelse med konceptet anti-helt 
- Sammenligning af disse koncepter, som portrætterede i 
filmen ‟Drive‟, med de samme koncepter i andre relevante 
film. 
Første kapitel af vores projekt omhandler en kort baggrund 
vedrørende den klassiske noir og den nye neo-noir. Dette er for at 
give læseren den fornødne viden vedrørende konteksten, neo-noir, 
og agere som et godt udgangspunkt, for at kunne navigere rundt i 
de termer der bliver brugt i resten af projektet. Dette stykke består, 
som sagt, hovedsageligt af en gennemgang af historien bag de to 
noir fænomener og en teoretisk forklaring på dette, med 
udgangspunkt i det indflydelsesrige essay ‟Notes on Film noir‟ 
(1971), skrevet af instruktøren Paul Schrader.  
De to næste kapitler indeholder de to analysedele. Kapitlet ‟the 
Anti-Hero‟ er en analyse af hovedpersonen i filmen ‟Drive‟, med 
afsæt i Freuds psykoanalytiske teori om overjeg, det, og jeg og 
bliver brugt til at afdække hans lyster og hans motivationer. Den 
anden del af analysen består af en sammenligning med den 
klassiske noir anti-helt skabelon og hans plads i denne tradition.  
Kapitlet ‟the Femme Fatale‟ er endnu et analytisk kapitel og her 
bliver der arbejdet med feministiske teorier af Simone de Beauvoir 
og Betty Friedan. Disse bliver brugt til at danne et billede og en 
større forståelse for den udvikling som femme fatalen har taget i 
løbet af de seneste årtier. Kapitlet indeholder også en analyse og 
sammenligning i henhold til dette med femme fatalen, Irene, i 
filmen ‟Drive‟.  
Den sidste del af projekt består henholdsvis af en diskussionsdel, 
en kritik og en konklusion samt perspektivering.  
Vi kan konkludere at de forskellige teorier alle sammen giver 
nogle interessante bud på fortolkninger af anti-helten og femme 
fatalen. Drives hovedperson virker ved første øjekast forskelig fra 
den klassiske neo-noir anti-helt, men når vi kigger nærmere på 
ham ser vi at han har meget tilfælles med sine forgængere. Freuds 
teori giver også et helt unikt perspektiv på denne karakter og vi 
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kommer ind under overfladen og ser at han er drevet af seksuelle 
lyster, men ting som familiefølelse samt tilhørstrang træder 
pludselig ind i billedet.  
Den originale femme fatale opstod som et rebelsk modsvar til den 
ærketypiske ‟gode pige‟ fra det klassiske Hollywood. Men femme 
fatalen har gennem tiden oplevet mange ændringer og ved at bruge 
Beauvoirs og Friedans teori har vi fået en bedre forståelse for 
hvilke strømninger der har været med til at påvirke dette. Femme 
fatalen i ‟Drive‟ er resultatet af alt dette og står som et nyt og 
interessant bud på hvordan en moderne femme fatale ser ud i dag.  
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I. Introduction
The aim of the project is to research the two movie archetypes the 
anti-hero and the femme fatale in neo-noir movies.  
Classic noir movies began a tradition of various movie elements 
and one of the elements is its character types. The most iconic of 
these are the anti-hero and the femme fatale. Gone were the 
righteous heroes and the smiling woman by their side and instead 
we were introduced to the morally ambiguous outsider and the 
beautiful but deadly woman.  
As the noir period wound down these character types saw 
themselves appear in other genres as well but received a full 
blown comeback with the beginning of a new movie tradition; 
neo-noir. Neo-noir took certain elements of its predecessor but did 
not shy away from experimenting and deliberately going down 
different roads. But two elements seem to be prevailing in neo-
noir and that is the anti-hero and the femme fatale.  These 
characters have been so established that we wish to research them 
as concepts and as characters.  
Neo-noir has seen itself go on much longer than the classic noir 
period and in 2013 they are being produced as frequently as ever. 
But why are these concepts still appealing in these newer movies? 
We wish to research these characters in the context of neo-noir in 
order to figure out why these characters still hold such a high place 
in contemporary cinema and find out what they have to offer.   
This will be done by applying different humanistic theories which 
we believe will help us understand these characters and concepts 
better. For this purpose we have formulated a problem 
formulation:  
 
Problem formulation 
„What interpretation does feminist and psychoanalytical theories 
provide us when it comes to researching the two concepts anti-
hero and femme-fatale as portrayed in the movie „Drive‟?‟  
 
In order to research this problem we have broken down the 
problem formulation and have thus structured our approach:  
- Examining feminist theories in relation to the concept of the 
femme fatale 
- Applying Freudian psychoanalytical theory as an analysis tool to 
the concept of the anti-hero 
- Comparing the concepts as portrayed in our case study to the 
same concepts in other movies 
This approach will be applied to the 2011 movie „Drive‟. „Drive‟ 
stands as a contemporary neo-noir movie and is centered on the 
two character types which are the focus of this project. Therefore 
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it is an appropriate case study to be the subject of our problem 
formulation.  
The structure or our project is as following: 
Immediately after this introduction we have included the project 
methodology and the theories we have been using.  
The first chapter „Why Neo-Noir?‟ is a description of the context 
of what we have chosen to work with and provides a historical 
recollection of the origins and development of the noir genre.  
The next two chapters constitutes of an analysis of two main 
characters. The first of these, „The Anti-Hero‟, contains an 
analysis of the protagonist of the movie „Drive‟ and a reflection of 
the anti-hero concept. The second chapter „The Femme Fatale‟ 
consists of a look into the femme fatale in noir movies and an 
application of feminist theories to the femme fatale in „Drive‟. 
These two chapters conclude in a discussion chapter followed by a 
critique and the final conclusion.  
 
The last chapter „Theory for the Humanities‟ is named after the 
course with the same name and concerns writings of the different 
theories we have been presented and how they relate to this project 
report.  
 
 
II. Methodology
Researching our problem formulation we quite quickly decided 
that an explanation of the context, neo-noir, needed to be present. 
This was to give the uninitiated reader a fair amount of 
background knowledge when reading the further analyses of the 
anti-hero and the femme fatale. We decided to do this in our first 
chapter which is called „Why neo-Noir?‟‟. In this chapter we have 
an overview of the history behind the classic noir films and of 
course, neo-noir. This is paired with theory presented from the 
essay „Notes on Film noir‟ (1971) by influential director Paul 
Schrader.  
After this introduction of neo-noir we have continued by analyzing 
our two chosen character types in a neo-noir movie. The movie we 
have selected for this purpose is the neo-noir drama from 2011 
„Drive‟ directed by Nicolas Winding Refn. There are different 
numbers of reasons as to why we feel that this movie gave us a 
viable case study when wanting to research our problem 
formulation. First and foremost „Drive‟ follows many of the neo-
noir rules and contains the right characteristics so it is clear that 
„Drive‟ is truly a neo-noir. Furthermore it is a movie centered on 
character, and mainly, the two character types we were interested 
in: the anti-hero and the femme fatale. Therefore we felt that 
„Drive‟ was representative of our chosen context neo-noir and that 
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we may find an answer to our problem formulation by using it as a 
case study for conducting our analyses.  
 
In the first of our main chapters we have focused on the anti-hero. 
We decided that using Freud‟s psychoanalysis was the best option 
when it came to analyzing the protagonist of „Drive‟. This method 
allowed us to gain insights behind the psychology of Drive‟s anti-
hero and understand his actions and desires. In order to put this 
version of the anti-hero into our broader context we have used the 
writings of John J. Blaser. He has written numerous essays 
describing various aspects of classic noir and by applying his 
theories regarding the anti-hero we have found out how Drive‟s 
vision compares with those of other neo-noir movies.  
The second chapter revolves around the femme fatale. Wishing to 
take a different approach we agreed on using feminist theories we 
would be able to understand the concept of the femme fatale in an 
interesting light. By looking at theories of Betty Freidan and 
Simone de Beauvoir we try to explore the origin and development 
of the femme fatale as a concept and a reoccurring character in the 
noir universe – fused with theoretical extractions from essays 
written by John J. Blaser. Afterwards we have applied all of this to 
the femme fatale of our case study „Drive‟.  
Lastly we have included a discussion chapter where the findings of 
the above chapters are being discussed and followed by a short 
critique of our subject. This was included as we felt it was 
important to show the gained perspective we have acquired by 
working with our chosen subjects.  
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III. Theory 
John J. Blaser 
http://www.filmnoirstudies.com is a website developed and 
maintained by John and Stephanie Blaser. We have used his 
essays: „No Place for a Woman: the Family in Film noir‟, „Film 
Noir‟s Progressive Portrayal of Woman‟, „Film Noir and the Hard-
Boiled Detective Hero‟ and „the Outer Limits of Film noir‟. These 
essays contain descriptions and explanations on different elements 
from film noir. We have extracted parts that are relevant to this 
project and used them as theory when analyzing and discussing the 
characters the anti-hero and the femme fatale. They are as 
following:  
- Theories on the hero throughout different noir movies 
- An account of the portrayal of women in film noir 
Freudian Psychoanalysis and Camelia Elias 
One of Freud‟s major insights was his claim that the prime forces 
of human consciousness are mainly unconsciousness (Camelia 
20011:53). He identified these two as the conscious being the 
reality principle and the unconscious being the pleasure principle. 
Further expanding on this model; a third component, the superego, 
was added and thus completing the Freudian Structure of the 
Mind:  
 
‗‘The Id - (Das Es) The original core of an individual‘s 
personality. The Id is biologically driven and contains the libidinal 
energy. The Id is primitive and unchanging, because it has no 
contact with the outside world (primarily unconscious). 
The ID wants its impulses satisfied and does not care how this 
happens. 
The Ego - (Das Ich) Self-Identity which arises out of the ID. The 
ego controls voluntary motion and self-preservation behaviors. 
The ego must satisfy the impulsive demands of the ID while 
obeying the standards of the superego. 
The Superego (Das uber Ich)- Developing out of the ego, this 
structure serves as the conscience, which can develop both 
standards of conduct and inhibitions on prohibited behavior. The 
superego can be both conscious, and unconscious (as in extreme 
guilt feelings which the individual can not trace). Our superego is 
modeled after our parent‘s superego. ‗‘ 
(Extract taken from www.rpi.edu - 10-12-2013, 
http://homepages.rpi.edu/~verwyc/FREUDOH.html) 
This theory has been applied to the chapter „the Anti-Hero‟ in this 
project and the analysis has been executed by following the 
reading protocols laid out by Camelia Elias in her book „The Way 
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of the Sign‟. The analysis of the main character of the movie 
„Drive‟ is done by trying to uncover his desires and his wants by 
looking at different symbols, metaphors and character actions 
throughout the movie.  
Feminism and Camelia Elias 
Betty Friedan – Betty Friedan was a feminist, an activist and a 
writer. In her book ‗The Feminine Mystique‘ – which was released 
in 1963 – she discovered some truths about the self-images of 
former female students of hers by empirical research consisting of 
interviews. These women were housewives when the interviews 
were done, and they were all asked what they wanted to do with 
their lives if they could do anything. From the answers of these 
women, it emerged that none of them were able to come up with 
independent answers, and that they did not have any vision of 
what they would do, if it was not for their husbands and children 
for whom they daily cared. These answers substantiated what 
Friedan had already derived, since she believed that language was 
the true oppressor; women were constantly displayed as content 
with their lives in various magazines, while her interviews arrived 
at some different conclusions.  
Simone de Beauvoir – Simone de Beauvoir was a feminist and a 
writer. She believed that men and women were born the same way 
- except for the biological differences – and that it was society that 
was the oppressor, since it was society that would put men and 
women into their respective „boxes‟ in society; the woman at 
home, keeping the house clean, raising children and cooking, and 
the man at his job, earning a living. She also claimed that it was 
the upbringing that brainwashed girls to grow up with a sense of 
taboo as regards to their own sex – thereby making them repressed 
- while boys were to be proud of their masculinity.  
Oppositional Discourse – The book in which Simone de 
Beauvoir expressed above-mentioned theories is called ‗The 
Second Sex‘. The title – along with the opinions stated in the book 
– contains a clear oppositional discourse; the female functions as 
„the Other‟ while the male functions as „the One‟. In this theory, 
„the Other‟ is always subordinate in relation to the one.   
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IV. Why Neo-Noir? - From Film Noir to Neo-Noir
What is neo- noir film? In order to try to understand neo-noir film 
and why it is relevant today, we believe it is crucial to look at film 
noir, which is the inspirational surge for the latter.  
It can be hard to pinpoint exactly what constitutes a film noir since 
it is a genre with many different directions and many 
characteristics. The title film noir was given in retrospect and 
according to Ronald Schwartz, film noir was: 
 
―Not a genre but an unconscious stylistic movement shared by 
many directors in the 1940‘s and 1950‘s‖ (Schwartz 2005: ix).  
 
Many debates have surfaced regarding whether film noir is an 
actual genre or not. However we chose to work under the 
conviction that it is indeed a genre due to the many characteristics 
these films have, cinematographically, plot wise and regarding the 
DNA of the characters.  
It is largely agreed that the first film noir was „The Maltese 
Falcon‟ (1941) (Schwartz 2005: ix, Mayer et. al. 2007:4), which 
we also will be referring to throughout the project, and that the 
period spans from 1940s and the 1950s.  
We will be focusing on the American noir films; however it is 
worth mentioning that during the same time period the French, 
Italian and British also made films that are now considered to be 
noir Films. (Durgnat 1979: 38-39) 
To break it down; film noir, “black film”, emerged after the Great 
Depression of the thirties in America where films mainly 
emphasized and wanted to keep the spirit of the people up. As 
merging out of the depression the need for pictures that were more 
realistic and an “honest and harsh view of America” (Schrader 
1971: 3) was what the public desired. 
As the title says, these films were darker, not only 
photographically but also plot wise. Technically film noir is 
greatly influenced by German film photographers‟ expressionistic 
style, where most scenes are lit for night and the extreme artificial 
lighting is often taken outside in real and raw surroundings making 
a stylistic contrast. The use of oblique and vertical lines in the 
composition is also preferred to be horizontal (Schrader 1971: 
5).The main character is often hidden in the shade while actors and 
surroundings are given the same emphasis. The camera also often 
moves around the actor instead of the actor moving around. In 
addition to the darkness and shades, it is also likely to rain in film 
noir.  
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In his essay „Notes on Film Noir‟ (1971) Paul Schrader subdivides 
film noir into 3 phases. The first phase from 1941-46 which he 
calls “the wartime period” involves a private eye or “lone wolf”. 
The second phase he calls “the post war realistic period” from 
1945-49. Here the plot is taken to the street crimes, police routines 
and political corruption. The third phase from 1949-53 is devoted 
to the psychotic killer with themes like loss of “public honor, 
heroic conventions, personal integrity and finally, psychic 
stability” (Schrader 1971: 6). 
It is difficult to get a general impression of when neo-noir exactly 
began- other than it must have been after film noir ended. Was it a 
smooth transition or simply the development in film and of the 
genre? Is neo-noir even its own genre and not just a continuation 
of film noir? And what is the difference between the two? 
According to Mark T. Conard in his introduction to „Philosophy of 
Neo-Noir „ (2007)  
 
―The term neo-noir describes any film coming after the classic 
noir period that contains noir themes and noir sensibility‖ 
(Conard 2007: 2). 
 
 He also points out that opposed to film noir, neo-noir films are 
more likely to be shot in color and without the play of light and 
shadow which is evident in classic film noir (Conard 2007: 2). 
Ronald Schwartz says in‟‟ Neo-Noir The new film noir Style from 
Psycho to Collateral‟‟(2005), that, “neo-noir is a style of 
filmmaking that began in the early 1960‟s and fiercely continues 
into present, showing the dark side of American life and dreams” 
(Schwartz 2005: 11). Schwartz‟s believes that neo-noir started 
with Hitchcock‟s Psycho in 1960 where most other critics believe 
it started with Harper (1966) or Chinatown (1974) (Schwartz 
2005: ix). 
With the classic noir films, neo-noir films reflect the time that they 
were shot in, whereas film noir carries notions of pessimism and 
the history grounded in the Great Depression and the 2. World 
War. Neo-noir Films have notions of cynicism founded on the 
tension in America in the 60‟s and 70‟s after 40 years of cold war, 
Vietnam War, the assassination of Kennedy and Martin Luther 
King, and the many changes the American society where 
undergoing at that time. The societal system in America was in 
question and the people where doubting the “American Dream”.  
The sexual revolution, less restrictions on screen violence, the use 
of color and wider screen made neo-noir films more explicit than 
the earlier film noirs. Where as in film noir the cops or detectives 
where after the bad guys and no one could go unpunished. Neo 
Noir is more concerned with the inner conflict; the split of the 
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individual. (Abrams 2007: 7).This reflects the time that each 
“genre” developed. The first lived under a time where community 
was valued very high and the second arose during a postmodern 
society where the focus shifted from the community to the 
individual. 
However, there are of course some common themes in film noir 
and neo-noir such as the feelings of alienation, moral ambiguity 
and disorientation (Conard 2007:2) 
 The period of film noir has about a twenty-year time span, where 
neon-noir films have a fifty-year time span. This raises the 
question of why the genre is still so popular today. One answer 
could be that it reflects the era of the individual, human struggles 
with feelings of alienation and split identities. It touches on 
broader themes than its predecessor. 
In this project we will be looking at the neo-noir film „Drive‟ from 
2011 through the lens of a psychoanalytic and feministic 
theoretical approach. We are aware that other views could be 
relevant as well such as post-modernism and consumerism but we 
have chosen these angles because we find them relevant for this 
project and the characters we have chosen to work closer with. 
The anti-hero and the femme female live on in neo-noir films and 
we find it interesting to see what these characters have to offer. 
After all they have been alive more than seventy years. 
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V. The Anti-Hero –The Driver and his Predecessors
Introduction and background 
Finding the exact origin of the concept anti-hero is difficult. Some 
would claim that it started as far back as in the great Greek epos‟ 
such as Odysseus and others that it appeared in the 1700s 
(http://www.humanities360.com/index.php/the-concept-of-the-
anti-hero-in-literature-864/, 07-12-2013) But in relation to this 
project we are far more interested in anti-hero as a character and 
concept developed by neo-noir movies and will thus be straying 
away from the anti-hero portrayed in other fiction and mediums, 
despite what similarities may exist between them.  
 
As detailed in our first chapter; the emergence of classic noir was 
a revolt of contemporary Hollywood in the 1940s and sought to 
make some different and drastic artistic choices when it came to 
the production of a movie. One of the most defining of these was 
the revocation of the classical Hollywood hero. Traits such as 
bravery, courage, intellect, righteousness and strong sense of 
justice were turned upside down. The anti-hero emerged and could 
be a coward, stupid, antisocial, weak, morally ambiguous and 
often corrupt.  
This conceptualization of a character or a hero into the anti-hero 
spilled unto different genres in American cinema and was carried 
over into the emergence of neo-noir in the 1960s. Movies such as 
„China Town‟ (1962) carried on the tradition of the anti-hero and 
neo-noir have ever since taken off without looking back. But 
where does the neo-noir hero stand in our time?  
 
In this chapter we will be taking a look at the neo-noir drama 
„Drive‟ from 2011 - a classic neo-noir drama where the anti-hero 
is spun into a criminal web of deceit and lies and where the 
despair is thick in the air. By using a psychoanalytical approach 
we will be analyzing the Driver as the anti-hero figure he is and 
try to trace his nature and development throughout the movie. 
Freud‟s three-way model of the id, ego and super-ego within the 
human psyche will be used for this purpose. This will be done by 
using the approach formulated by Camelia Elias where we seek to 
discover the character‟s desires.  We will also be referencing and 
comparing to other noticeable neo-noir anti-heroes from other 
movies to see how the Driver fits into the already established 
tradition.  
Psychoanalytical approach to the Driver 
Note: It is recommended to read attachment 1, where a summary 
of the movie can be found, since we continuously will be referring 
to events which are described in the summary,  
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By using psychoanalytical theory we will attempt to discover the 
wants and motivations of the anti-hero, in the movie „Drive‟, the 
Driver. The aim is to uncover his desires. This we will do by 
starting the analysis with asking the basic question: What does the 
driver want? 
At first glance the answer may simply be: apparently not much. 
The Driver can be seen as a true existentialist character – he does 
not even have a name –and when asked in the movie what he does, 
the Driver answers „I drive‟. But as the movie progresses the 
driver does other things than drive and reveals other sides to his 
person. A critic described „Drive‟ as „its emotions may be hidden 
but they run deep‟ (http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/drive-
2011, 07-12-2013). In order to uncover these deep and hidden 
emotions we will be using Freud‟s theory of the id, ego and super-
ego.   
In the beginning of the movie the Driver shows no sign of having 
the id present in his consciousness. The pleasure principle does not 
seem to exist. He is working several jobs and seems very 
emotionless and unaffected but the things that are happening 
around him - be it a dangerous stunt or a nerve wrecking getaway 
race from the police he keeps calm at all times. But we begin to 
see some cracks in the surface the moment the character Irene and 
her son Benicio are introduced in the movie. When we add them to 
the equation we see the emergence and suppression and all three 
parts of Freud‟s structural model of the human psyche coming into 
play.  
The most noticeable and important of these are the appearance of 
the id in the Driver. Affection grows between Irene and the Driver 
and this leads to the sexual and aggressive drives being unleashed 
from the character. As the story escalades with the Driver helping 
Irene‟s husband Standard, we begin to gain an understanding of 
the ego present within the Driver. His different jobs and thrill 
seeking can be seen as the ego‟s way of dealing with the desires of 
the id. Due to the constraint of the super-ego the Driver‟s ego has 
devised him different ways of dealing with the pressing id. By 
indulging in a criminal and dangerous underworld he can fulfill 
himself in an acceptable way. We can actually go as far as seeing 
the car as a physical manifestation of the ego. The Driver refuses 
to carry a gun when asked (Drive, 2011, 00.49:27) but he has no 
problems with using his car as the same function as a gun – he 
literally uses the car to push one of the mafia boss‟ car from the 
road in order to hurt him. In his two jobs; getaway driver and stunt 
driver he uses the car as his primary tool to do what is needed. 
And his third job consists of maintaining and repairing cars. His 
and Irene‟s worlds initially collide when her car breaks down and 
he starts driving her around his own car. His feeling and sexual 
desire for Irene is instantly transformed to the frames of what is 
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acceptable according to his ego and she is placed in his car. It is 
also not until the Driver is faced to act without his car that we are 
shown his true face and the manifestation of his suppressed id.  
In the hotel room, about 1 hour into the movie, the Driver is 
hidden in a hotel room with a female accomplice, Blanche, and he 
starts hitting her in order to gain answers from her. Earlier in the 
movie, about the 40 minute mark, we are warned of his violence 
when he is threatening a former partner, but this is the first time 
we actually see him being physical with another human being. 
And the Driver is indeed capable of being physical. In the 
following minutes he is ambushed by men with shotguns and he 
manages to take them all out.  Covered in blood the Driver looks 
anxious and scared of the result of his slaughtering. But at this 
point it is too late and the heavy weight of the super-ego is 
abolished. Throughout the rest of the movie his id flourishes as he 
executes all the aggression and violence he has been suppressing 
so long. His sexual and aggressive desires reach a climax in the 
elevator scene where he first passionately kisses Irene and 
thereafter continues by stomping a man‟s head with his boots.  
So what does the Driver want? He wants Irene, but not in a 
traditional way as one may think.  He wants her and her son to 
have a good life and this forces him to break down the notion of a 
super-ego and do things which he has been suppressing for so 
long.  
By using Freud‟s model we have uncovered what forces are 
pulling the Driver and which barriers exist around those forces. 
Now that we have used this psychoanalytical approach to the 
character of the Driver in „Drive‟ we will continue the next section 
by placing him in the broader context which is the context of noir 
and neo-noir in order to determine his place in the tradition.  
The Noir Anti-Hero Approach to the Driver 
Since there are many discussions about what noir and neo-noir is 
and whether it can be seen as a genre or not, it can be difficult to 
differentiate between the theory and writings between the two. In 
this section we will be referring to John J. Blaser‟s essay „The 
Outer Limits of Film Noir‟ as a source for the neo-noir anti-hero. 
The text is about heroes in classical noir but we feel that many of 
the things he presents are just as valid when it comes to discussing 
neo-noir and we will therefore extract sections and use them as 
theory where they are relevant. 
The Driver in the movie is portrayed by Ryan Gosling. With his 
icy blue eyes and his soft voice he at first does not seem like the 
typical noir hero. But he changes this perception as smoothly as he 
alternates between smiling at Benicio in an elevator to stomping a 
man‟s head in the selfsame elevator. But how exactly does the 
Driver compare against the traditional noir hero? 
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‗‘The typical hero of film noir provides a stark contrast to the 
traditional Hollywood hero — he is alienated from conventional 
society, he works in opposition to the police or is even pursued by 
the police, and he is often psychologically wounded and morally 
ambiguous.‘‘ 
(http://www.filmnoirstudies.com/essays/outer_limits.asp, 14-10-
2013) 
 
This short definition is taken from John J. Blaser‟s essay „The 
Outer Limits of Film Noir‟ and is a viable summary of how the 
noir hero is typically perceived. So we shall use this as our 
entrance point when discussing the protagonist of „Drive‟.  
Alienation as a theme is recognized as a classic noir theme 
(Conrad 2007:1) and is evident in The Driver as well. This is 
shown in the movie in various ways. In the opening sequence he 
stares down at the rest of the city which can be interpreted as 
showing his detachment from society (Drive, 2011, 01:42). His 
apartment seems very isolated and the light is always low. The 
lack of dialogue from the Driver is also used to show his unadapt 
social skills. He barely talks and there are many long stares in 
which it seems like he is unable to connect to the person he is 
talking to. You can feel that the Driver is different from the rest of 
the characters and the consequence of that difference is his 
apparent alienation. Shannon explains how the Driver „came right 
out of the blue‟ (Drive, 24:50) and there is no other link to his past 
than this clue. This lack of information is intentional and it makes 
it hard for the audience to understand where the character „is 
coming from‟ and hinders the feeling of empathy in addition to 
building to his mystique and making him more intriguing. 
Ironically the Driver also lacks empathy but is not intrigued by 
anything else and handles dangerous stunts and hectic heists with 
the same mute face. This all changes when he meets Irene, but this 
we will cover later.  
The Driver is alienated from conventional society and is pursued 
by the police, but let us look into the other two definitions by John 
J. Blaser to see how they apply.  
Tracing a psychological wound in this protagonist is difficult since 
it is a very mystic character. Sure he is alienated, but why is this 
the case?  
The muteness and slow mannerism is possibly something between 
the result and cause of alienation. But as the movie continues we 
learn that this behavior is actually oppression. Underneath lies a 
destructive violence of which we get a preview in form of a threat 
to a former associate around the 40 minute mark, but which truly 
unfolds after the failed robbery. Here the Driver slaps Blanche, the 
female accomplice and friend of Cook, and starts unfolding the 
animal which he has been suppressing throughout the movie. 
When he finally gets ambushed by the men with shotguns the 
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transformation is complete.  
1 hour and 2 minutes in the movie there is a shot of the Driver 
standing and looking out of the window. He looks in the room to 
see the result of his rage and sees the men he has killed. The 
camera zooms into his blood covered face and for the first time his 
facial expression is unsettled. He has an almost sad look and the 
camera lingers as he slowly pulls his head into and the shadow and 
then further entirely behind the wall; hiding away the beast inside 
of him again. Unlike Sam Spade, the Driver does not relish in his 
violence (http://www.filmnoirstudies.com/essays/outer_limits.asp, 
14-10-2013). It is something he is trying to suppress and he is 
almost scared when he sees the result of him unleashing his darker 
side. In this way the Driver can be said to be different than the 
typical noir Hero. He might be defined by his darker personal 
qualities (http://www.filmnoirstudies.com/essays/outer_limits.asp, 
14-10-2013), he does not embrace them but does the contrary. So 
clearly there is an emotional wound inside this character, and 
although we do not know where it has come from, Winding Refn 
manifests this wound in the massive physical violence which 
unleashes from the protagonist. 
Moral ambiguity is featured heavily in „Drive‟ and its characters. 
Like other noir movies the line is blurred between right and wrong 
and in this particular movie even the police are not a big factor. 
They are seen in the beginning of the movie in a car chase but 
after that they only appear briefly. This leaves the characters in 
this universe to fend for themselves and frees up the action to do 
what they want and not worry about a constant police threat. When 
the robbery goes wrong it is not the police who are chasing the 
Driver but other criminals. Making the movie essentially Bad guys 
vs. Badder guys, which is very typical in film noir 
(McDonnell/Geoff 2007:6) 
Concluding this point it should be obvious that the protagonist of 
„Drive‟ fits almost seamlessly into the archetypical canon of the 
traditional  neo-noir Hero and share many of the same 
characteristics.  
Conclusion 
The Driver, at first, does seem to be very different when 
comparing him to other memorable noir anti-heroes. But when 
looking deeper into his actions in the movie we learn that he 
actually is very much alike his kin. And the description found in 
John J. Blaser‟s essay can be applied to him almost without 
changing. By using Freud‟s psychoanalytical theory on the 
structure of the human mind we have gained a unique perspective 
and interpretation of the anti-hero in „Drive‟. His suppression and 
desires have become clear and the choices made by him in the 
movie can be seen in a new light. This has added further depth to 
the character and the evolution from the typical anti-hero is 
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evident. Feelings like family and a sense of belonging have 
emerged and we have gained a new picture of the Driver. „Drive‟ 
has succeeded in presenting a fresh take on neo-noir and one the 
reasons is its reimagining of the classic anti-hero.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VI. The Femme fatale – The Women in Neo Noir
Introduction 
The Femme fatale plays a most important role in the neo-noir 
movie – as well as of course in the older brother, film noir – 
because without her, the unfortunate protagonist would not 
encounter nearly as much death and misfortune in his life at all; 
she is like a catalyst from hell. This deadly breed of women has 
led poor unknowing libidinous men astray and into chaos in noir 
movies since the early 1940‟s and they have been ever so popular, 
right from the start. When the concept of neo-noir emerged in the 
60‟s, this was continuously well-received. But what is it that 
makes these deviant and highly dangerous women appealing to the 
average human being searching for a thrill on the movie-screen? 
What makes us just love the obviously malevolent corrupt females 
that ruin the protagonist and their own lives? What makes us want 
more?  
By analyzing the femme fatale character of our chase study, the 
movie „Drive‟ (2011), going over selected feminist theories, and 
also looking shortly into the actual motive force of the original 
femme fatale in the old noir universe – why she came to be – we 
will try and reach an answer to why the femme fatale figure is 
constructed the way she is, and why she has become so popular.  
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The Anti-Heroine ‘Vamps’ 
„The quintessential femme fatale of film noir uses her sexual 
attractiveness and ruthless cunning to manipulate men in order to 
gain power, independence, money, or all three at once. She rejects 
the conventional roles of devoted wife and loving mother that 
mainstream society prescribes for women, and in the end her 
transgression of social norms leads to her own destruction and the 
destruction of the men who are attracted to her‘. 
(http://www.filmnoirstudies.com/essays/progressive.asp , 12-12-
2013) 
According to John J. Blaser and Stephanie L.M. Blaser, there are 
two interpretations to why the „femme‟ breaks bad and becomes 
the femme „fatale‟; the first conjecture is that the demise of the 
beautiful manipulator was a celebration of the social status that 
already existed. The woman is being punished for breaking out of 
her conventional shell, in which society has so conveniently 
placed her - and so is the lecherous male hypnotized by her 
alluring sexuality. The second theory suggests that the femme 
fatale is a metaphor for the entire world being corrupt, dangerous 
and self-destructive. And also, that the „destructive struggle for 
independence‟ – which often result in killing their vicious and 
violent husbands, abusing the protagonist for everything he has 
got, and consequently ending up dead themselves – is a response 
to the requirement the average male has to them they be 
conscientiously housewives and mothers – nothing more, nothing 
less.  
The noir movie offers no prescription to how a balanced and well-
functioning woman behaves; the „good girl‟ is no heroine, on the 
contrary she is represented as weak, disoriented and unhappy to 
such a degree that she almost seems comic. An example to 
confirm this is Miles Archer‟s fragile wife in 'The Maltese Falcon‟ 
(1941). Spade – the cynical protagonist – mentions how Archer 
„has a wife who doesn‟t like him‟, while Spade himself is actually 
having an affair with her simultaneously. Archer also seems 
awfully interested in the beautiful miss Wonderly, considering the 
fact that he is already in wedlock. Additionally to this, Archer‟s 
wife – those few times she is on the screen – is soaked in tears 
and/or waiting for Spade to come home to her; she is confused, 
deluded, and holds no control of the situation. The woman who 
does hold control, however, is miss Wonderly – the femme fatale - 
and she ends up in prison.  
Maybe all this implies that there was no answer to how the 
„perfect‟ woman lived and acted? Perhaps this was supposed to be 
an individual decision and development, not a predetermined 
social norm? And what could be more appealing than that?  
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Feminism 
Unfortunately though, for many years the social pressure did not 
allow women to choose very much regarding their own identity, 
career and lifestyle in general. Betty Friedan – feminist, activist 
and writer – claimed that the real oppressor was language itself; 
there was something not right about the way women were 
represented in magazines: Always content, always happy with 
their lives and always impeccably dressed. She made various 
interviews with housewives whom were all former students of 
hers, in her book „The Feminine Mystique‟ which was released in 
1963. She discovered based on their answers that their main 
purpose in life was to take care of their man and children. When 
she asked them what they would like to do with their lives if they 
could do anything, they had trouble coming up with an 
independent and self-assure answer; their identity and sense of self 
was lost in their duty to please their husbands. (Elias 78: 2011) 
The famous feminist and writer Simone de Beauvoir – writer of 
„The Second Sex‟ (1949) – claimed that the idea of „gender‟ was a 
social construction, an illusion; girls became the passive and 
repressed women they did, because they were raised with a sense 
of taboo regarding their sex, while young boys learned to embrace 
and be proud of their masculinity. Therefore it was the way society 
was constructed that forced young women into the repressed and 
passive lives of being mere housewives. The phrase „The Second 
Sex‟ contains a clear oppositional discourse; the female functions 
as „the Other‟ while the male functions as „the One‟. A woman is a 
woman because she is not a man, and the Other is always seen as 
subordinate in relation to the One. She claimed that men and 
women actually weren‟t that different – aside from their biological 
distinctions – and that it was society that forced them to act and 
live in different ways (Elias 78: 2011)  
To get a clearer view over the development of the woman in 
relation to society, it is possible to pinpoint three stages 
throughout history. These shifts concern both the relation between 
man and woman, but also the redesign of women‟s identity and 
their rights; the first „wave‟ of feminism took place between 1840 
and 1880. In this period of time the term „woman‟ was solely used 
in accordance with something „feminine‟. The word „feminine‟ 
was exclusively used in accordance with terms like „weak‟, 
„tender‟ and „nurturing‟. Between 1880 and 1920 this perception 
of the term   „feminism‟ changed from being something 
submissive, to becoming a word associated with power. The word 
feminist was now used to define the female activist, who wished to 
make a change in the separation of powers between men and 
women. Mainly these women were not well-received; most men 
viewed them as being man-haters who would rather sleep with 
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women than with men. After 1940 the discourse of what it meant 
to be a „female‟ turned once again; the average housewife did not 
mind multitasking when it came to breeding and raising children, 
and working in the corporate fields at the same time. For many 
this was good news, since it was not socially well received for a 
woman to be an outlaw and rebel against a „well-functioning‟ 
system, but rather to look after her domestic duties etc. (Elias 77: 
2011)  
Obviously, the femme fatale of the original film noirs was no 
coincidence; the context taken in consideration, and the 
construction and composition of her unique personality traits 
makes out a woman that was completely opposite to the norms and 
standards of a classic 1940‟s housewife. She reframes from 
everything that has anything to do with motherhood, marriage and 
housekeeping, and additionally honest and decent work. If she has 
a husband that tries to control her, she kills him without hesitation. 
Furthermore she is corrupt in the sense that she „abuses‟ her own 
sexuality in order to manipulate with week and rather gullible 
men. Everything she does is for her own good; nothing she does is 
for anyone else. It is not hard to believe, that this independent and 
highly erotic creature that is the femme fatale can serve as much 
needed escapism, if one found them self-caught in a humdrum and 
slowly moving every day, filled up with chores of all kinds; the 
appeal to escape this is hard to miss. 
But what has kept her alive for 70 years, and what is it that makes 
her popularity persist? The situation between men and women 
most definitely is not the same as it was in the 1940‟s and 1950‟s - 
equality is well-stabilized in many parts of the western world – so 
what makes the neo-noir femme fatale worth watching?  
Irene – The Femme Fatale of Drive 
There is no doubt that the femme fatale of the movie „Drive‟ – the 
adorable Irene – is an atypical femme fatale, if you compare her to 
the original vicious and super-sexy spider-women. A lot of the 
Femme fatale personality traits have been reimagined, but this 
does not necessarily mean that she is any less of a true femme 
fatale – just a different one.  
For starters, what makes Irene different from the „original‟ old-
fashioned femme fatale is that – in opposition to the vampy sex-
oozing noir-femme – her sexuality is much more hidden; sex is not 
the tool that drives her, and catches the attention of the 
protagonist. Instead, Irene radiates a kind of attractive 
vulnerability and perhaps even innocence– a trait in complete 
opposition to the classic femme fatale. One of the traits of the 
classic femme fatale is her obvious sensuality and the instant 
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attraction that she provides for the hero. But in „Drive‟ this 
relationship is not driven by sexual desire or seduction, but rather 
in the role which the driver assumes as husband and father for 
Irene‟s child. (Refn: Drive, 2011)  
And this leads us to the subject of her son; Irene is a unique 
femme fatale, in that she is in such an exposed and vulnerable 
position that is motherhood. Not only is she a mother, she is a 
good mother, and obviously this is one of the traits that the 
protagonist even falls in love with. The old-fashioned Spider-
woman femme fatale has nothing to do with motherhood; this 
would put her in a fragile position, and hinder her agenda of 
murder, manipulation and theft. The noir femme fatale kept a 
distance from motherhood, because motherhood was once such an 
enormous part of the work that housewives did around their 
homes. But in Irene‟s case, being a single mother almost makes 
her appear even stronger than if she was not one; it shows that she 
is a strong, independent woman who has responsibility and is able 
to care for a child all on her own; and additionally she doesn‟t die 
or go to prison in the end. If the old femme fatale found herself 
struggling with too much responsibility – as for example an 
inconvenient husband – he would probably be killed off within the 
first 20 minutes of the movie. Furthermore, the fact that she has 
given birth to a child makes her a symbol of being fruitful, which 
is a symbol for life; she embraces one of the biggest and most 
beautiful parts of being a woman; making new life.  
Irene is not altogether innocent though, in spite of what her fairy-
like blond hair and pastel button-up shirts indicate; one of the 
biggest problems the protagonist faces during the movie, has to do 
with Irene‟s ex-husband – Standard – who has been in prison. He 
gets the protagonist into all kinds of troubles, for one because if he 
does not deal with the problems Standard causes, there will be 
consequences for Irene and her son; most likely their dead. So 
interestingly enough, Irene is a femme fatale in the sense that she 
is indirectly causing the problems, by having once been married to 
a very troubled and dangerous man. It is not so much her that is 
the root to danger; it is more the environment that she lives in:  
―Within these films, the femme fatale is a ‗normal‘ product of her 
environment, and it is society – … - that is askew‖ 
(http://www.filmnoirstudies.com/essays/progressive.asp , 12-12-
2013) 
Conclusion 
The old femme fatale of the original film noirs was – seen in 
relation to gender inequality of the relevant time –clearly the 
symbol of struggle for independence for women, and also an 
interpretation of a corrupt and dangerous world. The „good girl‟ of 
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film noir is presented almost as a parody; she is almost always 
caught in a bad marriage, and is too weak to either realize that 
anything is wrong, or to get out of it if she does. The femme fatale 
would seek distance to everything that had to do with being a 
housewife. The femme fatale of neo-noir movie is a very different 
woman from the original; she is a product of a different time. 
Since we live in a time where – at least in great parts of the 
western world – inequality and repression is no longer an issue, it 
makes sense that this is reflected in the neo-noir femme as well as 
it was with the noir femme; Irene of „Drive‟ is a mother – which 
means she embraces motherhood – and she is much more radiating 
fragility and vulnerability, than she is destruction and sex. It is no 
longer so important to make the statement about gaining 
independence and rebelling about the repression; the repression is 
no longer there. That means that the character of Irene has a 
possibility of being completely unique – and a very female mother 
– without having to compromise.  
All this brings us back to feminist Simone de Beauvoir, who – as 
earlier written – claimed that men and women were not born 
different from each other – with the exception of the inevitable 
biological differences -  but that society shapes them into 
becoming the stereotypes that is the „masculine‟ and working 
husband, and the „feminine‟ and home going housewife. The old 
noir films definitely presented a rebellious female figure, which 
went against – with all her force, and into the fatal – being the 
conventional and conformist housewife tied to her home, but it is 
as if neo-noir lets the femme fatale be feminine, nurturing and 
tender, without her being presented as weak or as a parody. Men 
and women are different in tons of ways, but 50 years ago that fact 
was truly stigmatized because of the oppression of woman, and 
because the word „feminism‟ had so many meanings.   
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VII. Anti-Hero vs. Femme fatale – Discussion
In our chosen project we are working with two strong characters 
that are opposite of each other. They may seem, or be, very 
different but looking at them a little bit closer you see some 
similarities that make you understand why these two characters 
seem to be drawn to each other. Both noir and neo-noir are genres 
which include specific featuring characters. The characters we 
have chosen to work with and get a deeper understanding of are 
the anti-hero and the femme fatale. Two different personas that 
have several aspects help compose an intriguing movie with a 
deeper subtext and meaning. 
The characters are very present both in the noir - and neo-noir 
genre which makes it interesting to see, how these characters that 
have been around for 70 years, have changed in time but are still 
so relevant in contemporary cinema. 
We have chosen to take a specific turn with our anti-hero and try 
to analyze him in a psychoanalytical perspective because we find 
that approach to be relevant and give us the understanding we 
need for that kind of complexity in a character. 
The anti-hero who we will look closer into is one of the main 
characters from the movie „Drive‟ (2011), the Driver himself. He 
is a complex man and to be able to layer his persona and 
personality we have asked us a basic question such as; what does 
he want? A simple question that people can relate to but still with 
dimensions that makes it very hard to answer when the person in 
mind is so multifaceted. 
Defining an anti-hero you get several explanations and ways of 
how an anti-hero should act or carry himself.  As some would 
claim the term and definition goes all the way back to ancient 
Greece and in our project we are relating the term with our anti-
hero from „Drive‟. Drive is a current movie from 2011, so defining 
the character with a more relevant definition and an approach with 
back ground from the movie genre neo-noir is more appropriate. 
The neo-noir stems from the genre noir and having a movie 
personality that has been able to grow, change and develop 
through a 70 year period gives the character more depth and wider 
time spam to gain knowledge from.  The noir genre grew from 
people needing a change and as mentioned before the classic noir 
was a rebellion act merging from the contemporary Hollywood 
films in the 1940‟s. 
People needed a change and the anti-hero was that person that 
could make something ordinary very original and different. The 
normality was the hero; everybody wanted a hero and somebody 
to look up to. With times changing and history taking another turn 
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the movie industry changed along with people‟s desire, the hero 
was now being changed to a different character. A man that did 
not have to be strong and save everybody at all times but a 
somewhat ambiguous person with a not always so clear agenda 
that people could identify themselves with was accepted and 
welcomed in cinema. In neo-noir movies there is a set structure 
and with the anti-hero taking a certain amount of space as the lead 
he is still a main character but in a much more subtle way 
compared to any other genre or any other Hollywood hero. In a 
very confident yet cautious way you see the protagonist of a neo-
noir movie develop and take its space. And as the anti-hero have 
certain features and qualities that are typical for the genre but are 
not very common for the audience itself  the typical anti-hero 
behavior comes gradually and becomes clearer in the end of the 
movie. Our way of looking at and understanding the anti-hero 
from „Drive‟ - the Driver - is by having psychoanalytical theories 
and in that way try to explain his behavior on why he makes the 
certain choices he does. As mentioned before our anti-hero is a 
very complex person and to unveil his layers we look into Freud‟s 
theory of the id, ego and superego. This gives a wide perspective 
on how the complexity of this caliber can be seen and portrayed. 
And layering his person in three different stages such as the id, the 
ego and the superego, shows how he struggles to make the 
decisions he does. 
Our anti-hero always means well and wants the best for everybody 
else around him but because of his lack of showing emotions it is 
sometimes a little bit hard reading what he actually wants and is 
thinking. His morals are somewhat questionable at times but as an 
end result you can tell that he did have a greater meaning or 
deeper thought on what he was doing. 
The three different stages of the id, ego and super ego are all key 
factors to determine his own confliction in his mind and how they 
are affecting his decisions. Decisions being made by our anti- hero 
might not always be right but following his believes he is always 
true to himself. 
Oppose to our anti-hero we have the femme-fatale which in noir 
movies is portrayed in the more classical way of defining the 
femme-fatale. A woman that is incredible good looking, charming 
with ability to snare lovers or anybody else from the opposite sex 
into somewhat compromising and dangerous situations. And as 
mentioned before, this could be explained as a catalyst from hell. 
But the femme-fatale from the 1940‟s is much more a statement 
on how the women from that time were trying to embrace their 
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femininity and be proud of themselves and the fact that they were 
strong women that could do whatever they wanted. This portrayal 
of women was new but time appropriate since women had never 
before been seen with those eyes.  
The femme fatale has great part in explaining our anti-hero‟s 
behavior. Both noir and neo-noir movies have these characters 
present and to certain extent explain why the plot is what it is and 
why it takes the turns it does. The femme fatale is a character that 
has changed immensely with time and the femme fatale we see in 
the noir films is not the same femme fatale we see in today‟s neo-
noir movies.  With that said our femme fatale from our chosen 
movie „Drive‟ has still kept some of the same powerful features 
and traits as a femme fatale from the 1940‟s. She is strong, has 
good looks, clever and somebody that you want to be around with 
appealing factors that makes you want to get to know her. Looking 
back at the noir genre this character is obviously using her charm 
and looks to see how far and how much her looks will get here. 
And in the 1940‟s women had a different place and role in our 
society and showing and portraying women was a revelation of 
that time. Today‟s femme fatale, and in our chosen movie „Drive‟, 
the femme fatale is a beautiful woman but is not so transparent in 
showing what she wants or needs in a sexual way. 
And in today‟s society the sexual appearance is not that hard to 
portray or see in any movie genre and that is what makes the 
movie „Drive‟ different from any other movie, how it is portraying 
our femme fatale. By not making her obviously sexual, with sexy 
outfits or a sexy more obvious and offensive approach she has a 
child, a husband in prison, humble job and is very down to earth. 
But the tension between our anti-hero and our femme fatale is still 
there but shown in an extremely discreet, careful way. With her 
behavior her actions definitely speak louder than words and it is 
clear that there is an attraction between the two characters. A 
glance, a touch and how they effortless seem to be able to grow 
and develop a friendship in a short amount of time show how the 
sexual attraction is there and how they enjoy each other‟s 
company. 
And how she is being portrayed is a modern, sensitive way of 
showing a subtle, femininity but yet seeing a very strong woman 
coping with the everyday challenges of life by herself. What is 
even more beautiful in our chosen movie is the fact that our 
femme fatale does not seem to feel the need to use her sexual 
appearance to provoke any kind of attention to her for people to 
listen or see her. Her security is in her way as female and it is clear 
that nothing has to be exaggerated or changed for her to speak her 
mind and show her true personality. In her own mysteriousness 
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she is an interesting character that is so intriguing that you want to 
get to know her and see how she will react and respond to the 
different situations she is being put in to face by herself. That is a 
modern approach to the 1940‟s femme fatale. 
The characters are equally important for the making of an 
intriguing neo-noir movie and without one or the other there 
would not have been the drama or action required for a dark, 
mysterious movie like „Drive‟. And the personas set in these types 
of movies seem to grow into their characters oppose to being 
assigned the role and that is something very typical for the neo-
noir genre.  
And seen how two very powerful and strong characters have 
grown in time according to how history is changing and what 
people want and need for their movie characters is very interesting 
to follow  and see how they are being portrayed differently. In the 
sense that the looks might change physically and how they would 
immediately react to certain situations are changing but the core 
values and morals are the same. And one character would not be 
able to function without the other.  
On an endnote; it is also important to consider that these 
characters we have researched in this project have taken offset in 
the context of neo-noir. They are also present in other genres and 
it could be interesting to compare these character types as 
portrayed in other movies. But this will further be discussed in the 
following chapter.   
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VIII. Critique 
Neo-noir 
There are many discussions regarding if noir and neo-noir are even 
genres. The argument against noir is simple. First of all noir is a 
term which was coined in retrospect. It was not until significant 
time had passed that the discussions started. In fact one could 
argue that reflections regarding noir as a time period and genre did 
not begin before Paul Schrader‟s essay – making it 30 years apart 
from the first noir movie. In addition to this argument are the too 
general criteria for the so called noir movies. Many of them are 
fundamentally different, and there are not many similarities to a 
noir movie from 1942 and one from 1954. Circumstances as low 
lighting, weather conditions and locations can be pointed to as 
current trends in the contemporary cinema rather than specific 
requirements for the noir genre. 
All of this can of course be transferred to an argument against the 
so-called genre neo-noir. When considering neo-noir‟s ongoing 
timespan, which at this point is longer than 50 years, and supposed 
similarities, it can seem borderline ridiculous to even consider 
some of these movies to belong in the same genre. Some of this 
can even be traced to the sparse writing which has been developed 
on neo-noir. Even though much of it is eloquently written and 
contains valid points regarding movies and philosophies, themes, 
and characters within these, it is difficult to buy into the notion 
that this all belongs to a certain „genre‟ of movies.  
Maybe it could be valuable to even consider the relevance of the 
word genre when it comes to discussing temporary movies. It can 
be argued that terms such as spy, thriller, horror, western and so 
on, are more Hollywood labels used for marketing than they are 
criteria for filmmakers to refer to when creating a movie. After all, 
do most spy movies not have thriller elements in them? Cerebral 
comedies are almost always certain to contain drama as well and 
you could continue this way forever with almost every established 
genre. Neo-noir is even much broader than any of these so 
therefore it is understandable that many fail to recognize it as a 
specific genre. The other components such as the lighting and 
camera technique is also easily dismissible since filmmaking has 
evolved immensely since World War II, and there is no point nor 
validity in dividing different styles of camera to specific genres.  
The Anti-Hero and the Femme fatale 
If noir and neo-noir are not genres, then what about the two 
characters that inhabit most of these movies? Again the problem 
can be seen with the tendency to give the noirs‟ credit with 
developing the characters to where they are in this current time. 
Sure, noir did not invent the anti-hero, but it has developed him 
into the image and popularity he holds in contemporary the „noir-
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believers‟ may say. But it is worth questioning this claim. 
Primarily if one does not recognize the noir‟s as genres it is not 
possible to crediting them with anything, since anything developed 
within these movies, simply is allocated to the other movie genres. 
But even if you accept the noir genre notion it is hard to ignore the 
appearance of the anti-hero in other movies created at the same 
time. As an example one can look at the western genre. Westerns 
are also known for having these tough anti-heroes who go against 
the grain, so why are they not the ones responsible for the 
influence and relevance of today‟s anti-hero? The anti-hero has in 
a sense always been, and if not, become some kind of public 
domain. He is highly available and thrillers, comedies and every 
other genre are free to use him and have used him such as they 
please. Therefore one cannot point at every movie with an anti-
hero protagonist and claim it is neo-noir and vice versa.  
The femme fatale has a slightly different trajectory in cinematic 
history but it is still nonetheless ignorant to assign noir as the birth 
place of the strong and independent woman. Since the film 
industry is relatively young and filmmaking an infant, compared to 
other recognized art forms, it is relevant to look at other sources 
such as literature when searching for these women. Virginia Woolf 
was making waves, no pun intended, long before movies emerged 
in the 1940s with women smoking cigarette and deceiving men. 
And there had been many others before her.  
But even if we were just to look at movies, which we have mostly 
been occupied with in this project, it is hard to solemnly credit 
noir for developing strong female leads. A movie like‟ Gone with 
the Wind‟ (1939) provided this, before the initial noir period is 
widely recognized to have begun, and other movies throughout 
history have continued to do so. The inclusion and portrayal of 
these women can and should also been seen more as a reflection of 
the historical and political currents which were happing at the time 
these movies were produced. The femme fatale is a result of the 
development of women‟s rights and independency the last 70 
years and the various movie who have reflected and rejoiced in 
this. And therefore the noirs cannot claim to have invented her nor 
have made her what she is today.  
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IV. Conclusion
After these past chapters we find ourselves looking at our problem 
formulation once again:  
 
What interpretation does feminist and psychoanalytical theory 
provide us when it comes to researching the two concepts anti-
hero and femme-fatale as portrayed in the movie „Drive‟? 
 
The answer to this is both colorful and interesting. By looking at 
the historical background fused with theory by Paul Schrader we 
have gained a solid foundation for understanding the context of 
neo-noir which the movie „Drive‟ (2011) is produced. This also 
further advanced the progress when it came to understanding the 
two characters in our analytical chapter. 
The psychoanalytical theory provided by Freud has brought to 
light some interesting facets of the anti-hero as portrayed in 
„Drive‟ that would have gone missing had this method not been 
applied. By researching the id, ego and superego in the character 
we have found his hidden desires. Every step he takes is towards 
suppressing his inner wants which consist both of an inner 
aggression and sexuality but also a more somber feeling of 
belonging and the need for a family.  
John J. Blaser‟s essay provided a description of the classical noir 
anti-hero which was used as a comparison tool when looking 
further into the Driver. And this showed that despite his many 
differences, in this meditation on neo-noir which is the movie 
Drive, that the protagonist still was grounded in many of the same 
features as his predecessors.  
The feminist theories by Simone de Beauvoir and Betty Freidan 
allowed for a different interpretation of the femme fatale in the 
noir tradition and the femme fatale of the movie „Drive‟.  
These theories allowed for a deeper look into the contemporary 
time the femme fatale originated and how her evolution can be 
traced through the happenings in time.  The neo-noir femme fatale 
has emerged a much different character than her origin suggested 
and the character of Irene stands as a testament to that. Neo-noir 
lets the femme fatale be feminine, nurturing and tender, without 
her being presented as weak or as a parody. „Drive‟ gives us the 
fresh and reimagined of the femme fatale.  
 
As so the two different approaches have given us different 
interpretations of the two character types by focusing on them as 
they are depicted in „Drive‟. Their traits and personality have been 
uncovered and by putting them in contrast to their classic noir 
counterpart their development and place in contemporary cinema 
has been further clarified.  
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X. General Perspective
Both noir and neo noir are genres based on historical events that 
have in some way affected and made an impact on people‟s lives. 
With our chosen methods and theories there were certain aspects 
we had to screen out. We wanted to get a deeper understanding of 
the two main characters in the genre neo-noir and focus on their 
development and how they have grown into today‟s society. And 
what the differences in different eras in time can impact on 
specific characters.  
The project could have been made broader and more general with 
other analyses in comparing the same types of characters, anti-
heroes and femme fatales, in different movies and other genres but 
we chose not to as we wanted to really understand the complexity 
of an anti-hero in a neo-noir movie. And really have emphasis on 
what a neo-noir movie entails and why its genre has had such an 
upswing in our later decade.  
Other questions that have arisen while writing our project has been 
how much importance the genre of noir should have in our chosen 
projects genre neo-noir. Neo-noir is a much older genre in terms of 
time span and based on history much more relevant to us today.  
Looking at our problem formulation today there are other turns we 
could have taken.  
„What interpretation does feminist and psychoanalytical theories 
provide us when it comes to researching the two concepts anti-
hero and femme-fatale as portrayed in the movie „Drive‟?‟ 
We could have chosen another movie, first of all. With the same 
features but a movie that would portray the characters in a 
different way. But also instead of choosing the feministic and 
psychoanalytical theories our approaches could have been of a 
more historical and social science perspective with questions on 
how the society has affected the genre neo-noir.  
Through our analysis it is made clear that both the anti-hero and 
the femme fatale is characters that goes against the norms, both in 
a cinematically sense but also when view with societal eyes.  
Maybe one reason for these characters survival and evolution is 
that we as humans are attracted to what goes against the norms. 
Eagleton writes in his book ‗After Theory‟, that, “Norms are 
oppressive because they mold uniquely different individuals to the 
same shape”. (Eagleton 2004: 14) 
We all to various degrees struggle with the balance between our 
Id, ego and super ego, and here, in Neo-Noir films, we see the 
same struggles just magnified and, as in „Drive‟ (2011), the 
characters Id is being released and expressed. By watching Neo-
Noir film we identify with the characters and live out our own Id 
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through them, in that way we can keep them oppressed to live 
under the norms of society.  
A social or even psychological angle could thus have been 
interesting by looking into these character traits in real people 
rather than only in cinema.  
All in all there are many different roads to take if one wishes to 
work further with subjects: neo-noir, anti-hero and femme fatale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
XI. Reflection on ’Theory for The Humanities’-course
Terry Eagleton mentions in the first chapter of his book ‗After 
Theory‟ (2004), called „The politics of amnesia‟, how it has in the 
academic world – within the fields of humanities - become 
increasingly popular to write about contemporary themes; for 
example topics like sex, vampirism, cyborgs, and the political 
implications of navel-piercing, instead of engaging in old and 
more historic topics like French philosophy, Marxism, 
structuralism or Latin;  
―it is just that cultural theory is at present behaving rather like a 
celibate middle-aged professor who has stumbled absent-mindedly 
upon sex and is frenetically making up for lost time‖ (Eagleton 
2004: 4) 
Everyday life has thereby become just as interesting to study, as 
subjects of ancient and classic culture. He understands this 
development; he can see the benefits of making academic subjects 
out of topics that constantly appear in our everyday, as oppose to 
events that are several hundred years old. In these days it has 
become increasingly easy to be an „intellectual‟.  These tendencies 
we can actually spot in the work with our own project and 
amongst our fellow classmates, since our case study is in fact a 
contemporary film, and our opponent group is currently concerned 
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with the subject of „Spiderman‟. Whether or not this a positive of a 
negative development, this is rather convenient for the younger 
generation of students, since according to Eagleton, political, 
historical and cultural amnesia has arisen;  
―There are now those who piously insist on ‗historicizing‘ and 
who seem to believe that anything that happened before 1980 is 
ancient history - … - There is a historical vortex at the centre of 
our thought which drags it out of true‖ (Eagleton, 2004: 7) 
A great part of Eagleton‟s text is concerning the „discrimination‟ 
of norms, or the general perception of the connotation of the word. 
The poet William Blake once wrote, „One Law for the Lion and 
Ox is oppression‟ (Eagleton 2004:14), meaning that norms are 
oppressive because they „mold uniquely different individuals to 
the same shape‟. This is extremely interesting and relevant in 
relation to the part of our project that has a feministic approach, 
since in the case of women oppression is inequality.  
As written in our project rapport, Simone de Beauvoir claimed that 
men and women were born the same way – except for their 
obvious biological differences – and that it was society that shaped 
them to become the „stereotypes‟ they would become. Naturally, 
her skepticism is understandable when it is viewed in the light of 
her time on this earth; women were raised to be very subtle about 
their sexuality, while young men were to be proud of their 
masculinity. (Elias 2011: 78) Today repression of the female sex is 
no longer nearly as relevant as it was 50-70 years ago, and it is 
therefore possible to look at the subject without having to tread so 
lightly; and men and women are different; not only biological, but 
scientific studies have shown that these differences also concern 
psychology. One of the features that make our case study „Drive‟ 
such a unique neo-noir film, is that the femme fatale is allowed to 
be soft, feminine, vulnerable, and last but definitely not least, a 
mother of a very young child. Michael Foucault and Jacques 
Derrida saw that norms are in fact inescapable – without fully 
accepting it though - while Terry Eagleton has expressed on the 
subject that it is a huge mistake, and a „crass Romantic delusion‟ 
to believe that norms are always restrictive; it is for example a 
norm that you don‟t walk around naked on the street, or that you 
don‟t attack random strangers and try to amputate their legs, as 
Eagleton puts it.  
In Volney Gays text called ‗The Magnifying truths: Two Slide 
Shows‟, he compares humanistic inquiry to natural science, by 
arguing that a magnifying lens is a tool to help us distinguish these 
two objects. In science the magnifying lens is applicable, since 
reduction of complex systems – like the kidney - into smaller 
mechanisms, makes it easier to grasp and much less complex. If 
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on the other hand we tried to use a magnifying lens on a painting 
to get a better understanding of it, the picture would eventually 
turn into mosh, and our knowledge about the subject will not have 
grown an inch. '„Depth‟ in humanities and in natural science is of 
two different meanings; in natural science it can be used very 
literally, while within the fields of humanities it can be used 
merely as a metaphor. One can talk of a „profound work of art‟, 
but this conclusion can never be achieved by using a magnifying 
lens to study the depths of it; in humanities, the word „depths‟ has 
a different meaning. During the process of researching and 
studying for our neo-noir film project, obviously we have not used 
a magnifying lens to get a better grasp of our case study, and of 
the subject of film neo-noir as a whole. Firstly, it is far from being 
a study of natural Science - using a magnifying lens to understand 
the depths of a movie would be a project of a mad man; not to 
mention the results – and secondly, in order to comprehend the 
depths of neo-noir - and the reasons to why it exist - it is crucial to 
look back in time on film noir, and why it came to be in its 
contemporary world. Furthermore, to actually go deeper and work 
with a specific part of neo-noir film – the characters, which has 
been our focus point – not only do we have to look back on film 
noir, we need to include theories by amongst others Freud and 
Simone de Beauvoir in order to understand what shaped them.   
In chapter three of The Pale of Words; The Theorist as Performer: 
Reflections on the Humanities and Performance by James 
Anderson Winn, it is discussed how ‗in intellectual fields, words 
have enjoyed a long and unchallenged reign‘. (Winn 1998: 56) A 
very interesting observation Winn has made, is that the definition 
of the noun humanity in the Oxford English Dictionary actually 
reflects a restriction:  
―Learning or literature concerned with human culture: a term 
including the various branches of polite scholarship, as grammar, 
rhetoric, poetry, and especially the study of the Latin and Greek 
classics.‖ (Winn 1998:57)  
This definition excludes art historians, musicologists and the 
creators and performers of the living arts, therefore humanities 
remains – in this definition - confined to „the pale of words‟ as the 
poet Alexander Pope expresses in „The Dunciad‟ (1743), to 
describe a repressive theory of education based entirely on words. 
During the past 30 years there has been intellectual change in form 
of new theories of language, reading and human consciousness, 
and to this attack of „Structuralism‟, Terry Eagleton has remarked: 
“Structuralism is a calculated affront to common sense” (Winn 
1998:57), and while as James Anderson Winn argues that the 
theoretical revolution has played a significant part in widening of 
our view of „human culture, it is difficult not to agree to some 
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extent with Eagleton‟s view on structuralism in the form of 
theories; at times it can feel as if the „common sense‟ is pushed 
aside by the requirement to use theories to substantiate your 
arguments. It is mentioned in the text ‗Theory, what theory?‟ By 
Valentine Cunningham that perhaps it is  
―…wrong to expect theories of the literary to function as do 
scientific cognitive instruments, models, theorems, mathematical 
symbols, and equations‖. (Cunningham, 2005: 170) 
Cynics criticizes Theory further more by claiming that those who 
occupies themselves with literary studies are „pseudo-scientists 
desperate for a rationale for our work‟, and that the important 
sounding terminologies that are applied – Theories – are merely 
there so that we can dazzle and confuse our critics.  
Even though these are some refreshingly critical views on theories 
that everybody in humanities these days have to at some point 
occupy themselves and their work with,  this does not mean that 
we regard all theory this way, just that it can sometimes seem like 
applying theory to ones written work is prior to „common sense‟ 
as Eagleton expresses it.  
Historically seen, humanities was not only restricted in the sense 
that it left out other forms of expressive arts such as dance and 
music, but it used to be only boys from wealthy families who 
learned languages in school – Latin in particular – and this 
exclusive knowledge would be an indication of their power, and 
that includes their power over women. It was actually so, that the 
arts that were not literature were „put down‟ by being categorized 
as „female‟. These tendencies are substantiated by Aphra Behn – 
the first professional writer in English – through a poem she wrote 
that expressed her educational limitations as a woman in the 17th 
century, e.g. how „the female sex‟ was not allowed to:  
―Tread the mighty paths of learned heroes dead, the godlike Virgil 
and great Homers Verse, like divine mysteries are conceal‘d from 
us‖(Winn, 1998: 56) 
This does not have a direct connection to our project of film neo-
noir, but the fact that Behn was the first female professional writer 
in English - and that she used this privilege to articulate the 
oppression and the limitations in education women have 
experienced – is part of the beauty of expression through art, even 
if it be in literature or cinema; the femme fatale of the original film 
noir, was a clear expression of a yearning for a more independent 
female figure, in the midst of a not so liberated western world.  
In the beginning of this chapter, we were concerned with the 
development of areas of study within the humanities and how we 
have advanced from only being concerned with classic topics to 
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opening up and broadening the fields of study to include 
contemporary topics and everyday events.  Now the question is 
how the field of humanities will look in the future. When reading 
„Two problems with a neuroaesthetic theory of interpretation‟ 
(2013) by Jennifer Ashton, we are confronted with a new player in 
the field of criticism, the scientists with their neuroaesthetic 
approaches. By using “functional Magnetic Resonance imaging 
(fMRI) technology‟‟ (Ashton 2013: 188) on the artists we can get 
“a rich and complete understanding of art‟s meaning” (Ashton 
2013: 188), something which I.A. Richards calls “psychology of 
instinct and emotion” (Ashton 2013: 188). Could it be that we in 
the future no more would use theoretical criticism in trying to 
understand a piece of work? Would we instead rely on the 
scientists‟ practical approach with the fMRI to understand art? 
Moreover, what would then become of the humanities?   
Later in Ashton‟s article a few fallacies concerning the scientific 
approach is pointed out. Ashton argue that: 
―neuroaesthetics was making the same theoretical mistake……., 
namely a confusion of meaning of the work of art with, on the 
other hand, the effects of the work on the reader/listener/beholder, 
and on the other hand, what we might call its causes.‖ (Ashton 
2013: 189). 
In search of the answer to the question of why the characters 
femme fatale and the anti-hero still are so popular in films today, it 
could have been interesting to build an empirical case study 
around the use of fMRI, however then this would have been a 
different project in a different field of study. 
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XIII. Appendix 1 - Summary of Drive
The protagonist, referenced in the movie either as „The Driver‟ or 
„Kid‟ has three different jobs. At night time he acts as a getaway 
driver for crime jobs and during the day he is a Hollywood 
stuntman and a mechanic where he works in a shop owned by the 
lowly but charming Shannon. Shannon has some shady 
connections in the two men Nino and Rose who are members of 
the mafia and whom he is trying to convince to pay for a car which 
is to be used in races in order to earn money. The Driver is set to 
be the racer.  
The Driver‟s life is altered when he meets his neighbors: the pretty 
Irene and her child Benicio. The Driver helps Irene when her car 
breaks down and soon they are riding around in the sun together. 
All of this is changed when Irene‟s husband, Standard, returns 
from Jail. Standard owes money to the mafia, mainly a man named 
Cook, and he gets beat up because he has not paid – with a 
promise for further consequences for his wife and child if he does 
not participate in a robbery in order to pay back the debt. The 
Driver decides to help Standard guided by his newfound affection 
for Irene and Benicio. The heist goes wrong and Standard is shot 
while the driver and a female accomplice, appointed by the 
Standard‟s extorters, barely escape. By questioning her, the Driver 
figures out the whereabouts of Cook and goes to find out who set 
them up. Not before he is ambushed by a group of men who tries 
to kill him with shotguns but who he gets the better of first.  
After beating up Cook, the Driver finds out that the men behind it 
all are Shannon‟s connections Nino and Rose. Wanting to set the 
record straight the Driver seeks to return the money but Rose kills 
Shannon and sends a man to Irene‟s apartment. Frustrated by this 
the Driver kills Nino and is afterwards called by Rose who is 
asking for a truce. The Driver is to return the money and in return 
Irene will be safe. When the two men meet Rose attacks the Driver 
and stabs him but is killed afterwards. With a wound in the 
stomach the Driver gets in his car and rides off to the sunset.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
